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coordinates of the points A', B', C' referred to the given triangle ABC. If we transfer the forces F', (?', H' back again to the triangle ABC, the three forces at A will be F'a,l9 <3'a2, H'u.^ But these are the components of F. The forces at B, C, may be similarly found.
Hence         F'a^Fl       F'P^GV       F'y^Bl",
G'a, = Fm      <?'& = Om'      ffy* = Hm", H'a^-Fn      H'/33=Gn       H'^-Hn".
By choosing the nine direction cosines in any way which their mutual relations permit we can use these formulae to transform from one triangle to another.
If the forces of the two triangles are oblique we regard (I, m, n), (l't m', n'}, (I", m", n"), as the direction ratios of F, G, H referred to the axes Fft G', H'. The direction ratios of F', G', If' referred to the axes of F, G, H, are proportional to the minors of (I, I', I") Ac. If these direction ratios be (X, X', X") (/*, /*', /*") (v, ?', ?") we have                            F=Vr\+G'/j. + H't>, G = &c., £T=&c.,
instead of the expressions given above. With this exception all the other equations in this article apply to oblique forces.
64. Tlie imaginary focal Conic. Let us suppose that the forces of the two triangles ABC, A'B'C' are rectangular. The nine direction cosines are connected by relations such as lm+l'm' + l"m"=zQ &c. Hence the coordinates of A.', B', C' are connected by the three equations
"1*2 , PA , 7i7g _ A          «a«3 , PA  , 727:i _ A          ^i«i     ftiPi     737i _ A     n v
jEW +  G2 + JBP ""U>         >- "*"  c;*      //- ~  f            J?12" +  G- + H* -"'"(*•>•
If therefore A! be taken at any point (a, /S, 7), both // and C' must lie on the straight line                            M+g + ^o.................................(2),
where a, /3, 7 are current coordinates. Taking B' anywhere on this line, then C' is found as the intersection of two straight lines.
This straight line (2) is evidently the polar line of (a1? ft, 7^, with regard to the
a2      B'2      VJ imaginary conic                          -., + r~ + jja = °....................................(3).
Thus the three astatic points uro always at the corners of a self-conjugate triangle with regard to this conic.
The statical property of this conic is that each side of every astatic triangle with rectangular forces is the polar lino of the opposite corner. But as two different conies cannot have the polar lines of every point the name in each conic, it follows that this conic is unique. Whatever astatic triangle ABC we take as the triangle of reference, the conic given by this equation is the same.
65. Ex. 1. Show that, whatever astatic triangle with rectangular forces is taken as the triangle of reference, the quantities
(1)    ** + <?a + .ffa,            (2)    JG/JA,            (3)    a*G*n* + b*H*F* + <?F*G*,
are invariable, where a, b, c are the sides, A the area of the triuugle, and 1<\ G, H the forces.

